
Keep Malware Off Your Network
Comodo Dome Shield helps you keep malware threats off your network using DNS, before they even reach conventional network or endpoint-based security tools, reducing time spent on investigation and remediation.

Block Botnets From Exploiting Your Systems
Securing company networks and assets is today’s #1 IT challenge. You may think 100% protection is impossible and that advanced attackers can always find paths and opportunities to install malware in your systems, especially from bots and botnets. Comodo Dome Shield makes the impossible, possible. It blocks botnets and other remote attempts at “Command & Control” threats against your network and systems.

Help Users Avoid Fraud
Sites and Phishing Attacks
Fraudulent, malware-laden web sites are everywhere. You can encounter malware hiding behind the most simple sites and lurking in immersive user experiences. Web-based threats can fool even trained and experienced professionals. Comodo Dome Shield helps you avoid these web-based hazards with its ever-growing, up-to-date fraud site database.

20+ Threat Protection Categories
Malware, botnet and phishing sites are the most common type of web-based threats, with other threat categories close behind. Moreover, the number of online threats is ever-increasing in number and variety – new threats are always ready to strike. Comodo Dome Shield provides an advanced threat protection database covering millions of domains and 20+ threat categories to provide a sturdy barrier against threats lurking on the Web.
Learn the Setup and Customization with our How to Videos

- How to Add Your Network
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Add Roaming Devices
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Create Category, Security & Blacklist/Whitelist Rules
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Create a Custom Block Page
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Test Policies
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Protect Mobile Device Users
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Set DNS
  Click Here to Watch Now ››
Dome Shield
for Guest Wi-Fi Protection
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Provide Secure and Appropriate Internet Access to Your Guests – Protect Both Your Guests and Your Company Brand.

Protect Guests From Threats

Comodo Dome Shield helps you block your guests from accessing sites known to be laden with malware including botnet and phishing sites, protecting guests from data and identity theft, and protecting your company from consequences arising from this type of cybercrime.

Easy Deployment

No matter how many hotspots you need to secure, Comodo Dome Shield makes it easy. Just direct your DNS traffic to Comodo Dome Shield resolvers (public IP addresses 8.26.56.10 – 8.20.247.10), and you are ready to start enjoying unbeatable protection! Then, your team can assign policies within a centralized platform and have those policies propagate across your entire local network.

Web Access Policies - 80+ Categories

Let you Customize for Your Use Case

Comodo Dome Shield builds on a database with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your network guests have an appropriate and trouble-free Internet experience.

Fast Internet & Transparent Experience

Comodo Dome Shield is a DNS-based SaaS, and all web-filtering and threat protection policies are enforced in the cloud, with zero latency or special hardware or software. Best of all, Comodo Dome Shield is a scalable cloud service, with no additional costs even if you double or triple your bandwidth utilization.

Real-Time Reporting

With Comodo Dome Shield, all activity on your network is displayed in real-time, offering reporting with dozens of graphs and widgets specific to devices, networks, categories, etc., to help you monitor network activity and traffic, and take necessary actions accordingly.
Learn the Setup and Customization with our How to Videos

How to Add Your Network
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Add Roaming Devices
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Create Category, Security & Blacklist/Whitelist Rules
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Create a Custom Block Page
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Test Policies
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Protect Mobile Device Users
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Set DNS
Click Here to Watch Now ››
REQUEST A DEMO

- Try Comodo Cybersecurity by speaking with a security consultant to begin the process to set up a demo or proof-of-concept project.

Contact us directly at +1 888-266-6361
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Ensure Off-Network Security to Protect your Brand and Users.

No Additional Software Required Beyond the Comodo Dome Roaming Agent

You won’t need any additional software or agents on devices protected with the Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent – it works on-network and in the field. Moreover, you can disable Roaming Agents on your trusted network to benefit from protection with Comodo Dome Shield.

Simple Maintenance

The Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent does not require additional maintenance on client devices, it’s not a memory-hog, nor will it crash when you need it most – it’s rock solid stable. Confidently deploy Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent across hundreds or thousands of clients, with the help of the Comodo ITSM Tool.

Mobile Coverage

Comodo Dome Shield offers mobile apps for both iOS and Android to protect user mobile devices from threats, whether connecting to the Internet from your network or in the field, all subject to your company web access policy.
Learn the Setup and Customization with our How to Videos

How to Add Your Network
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Add Roaming Devices
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Create Category, Security & Blacklist/Whitelist Rules
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Create a Custom Block Page
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Test Policies
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Protect Mobile Device Users
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Set DNS
Click Here to Watch Now ››
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REQUEST A DEMO
Try Comodo Cybersecurity by speaking with a security consultant to begin the process to set up a demo or proof-of-concept project.
Contact us directly at +1 888-266-6381
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Web Access Policies with Over 80+ Categories
Comodo Dome Shield builds on a database with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your network guests have an appropriate and trouble-free Internet experience.

Comodo Web Filtering as a Product
Developed to classify domains and web sites using machine learning, and measuring all the aspects of a domain and website, Comodo Web Filtering leverages a database comprising both known web sites and the 250,000 new domains registered to it every day. It also performs a fully-automatic and highly reliable classification of domains and web sites.

Blacklists and Whitelists
Comodo Dome Shield provides the option to define blacklists and whitelists for creating exceptions to your default policies.

Detailed and Customizable Reporting
All real-time activity is reported in the Comodo Dome Shield Portal, with graphs specific to devices, locations, sites and activities. You can customize reports, as well as export graphs and other information for integration into your own displays and documents.

Custom Block Pages
You can create customized block pages with your company brand or logo featuring messages directed at users, to provide a company-specific user experience.
Learn the Setup and Customization with our How to Videos

How to Add Your Network
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Add Roaming Devices
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Create Category, Security & Blacklist/Whitelist Rules
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Create a Custom Block Page
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Test Policies
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Protect Mobile Device Users
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Set DNS
Click Here to Watch Now ››
REQUEST A DEMO

Try Comodo Cybersecurity by speaking with a security consultant to begin the process to set up a demo or proof-of-concept project. Contact us directly at +1 888-266-6361
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Dome Shield
for Retail, Hospitality & Healthcare
Centralize Security Configuration and Maintenance for Decentralized Networks and Locations.

Why Deploy Comodo Dome Shield for Your Business?
Comodo Dome Shield is designed with your company’s needs in mind, enabling a reliable, safe and fast Internet experience, regardless of the number of endpoints in place.

Comodo Dome Shield deflects malware, botnet and phishing threats from your network, protecting client devices of all kinds and their users.

Migrate your security to the cloud with Comodo Dome Shield, deploy within minutes and manage and monitor from a centralized portal!

Provide a Secure and Appropriate Internet Experience
Comodo Dome Shield offers the option to select from 80+ content categories to block and allow domains, as well as blacklisting and whitelisting domains, enabling you to customize web access according to your needs, to offer a safe, regulated, and relevant Internet experience to your local and remote users.

Simple and Easy Deployment
As a cloud-delivered service, Comodo Dome Shield can be deployed easily and quickly across all locations and networks under your purview. Simply route DNS requests to global Comodo Shield Resolvers and configure from a web-based, centralized Portal to protect and monitor your locations and networks.

Manage Access to Bandwidth-Intense Sites
Improve network performance by blocking content categories that include bandwidth-intensive, streaming-related websites, freeing up bandwidth.

Protect Your Networks, Employees, and Guests From Threats
Comodo Dome Shield keeps malware, botnets, phishing expeditions and other threats away from your network, protecting your employees, your network guests and your brand.
Keep Malware Off Your Network
Comodo Dome Shield helps you keep malware threats off your network using DNS, before they even reach conventional network or endpoint-based security tools, reducing time spent on investigation and remediation.

Block Botnets From Exploiting Your Systems
Securing company networks and assets is today’s #1 IT challenge. You may think 100% protection is impossible and that advanced attackers can always find paths and opportunities to install malware in your systems, especially from bots and botnets. Comodo Dome Shield makes the impossible, possible. It blocks botnets and other remote attempts at “Command & Control” threats against your network and systems.

Help Users Avoid Fraud Sites and Phishing Attacks
Fraudulent, malware-laden web sites are everywhere. You can encounter malware hiding behind the most simple sites and lurking in immersive user experiences. Web-based threats can fool even trained and experienced professionals. Comodo Dome Shield helps you avoid these web-based hazards with its ever-growing, up-to-date fraud site database.

20+ Threat Protection Categories
Malware, botnet and phishing sites are the most common type of web-based threats, with other threat categories close behind. Moreover, the number of online threats is ever-increasing in number and variety – new threats are always ready to strike. Comodo Dome Shield provides an advanced threat protection database covering millions of domains and 20+ threat categories to provide a sturdy barrier against threats lurking on the Web.
Comodo Dome Shield
for Retail, Hospitality & Healthcare

Provide Secure and Appropriate Internet Access to Your Guests –
Protect Both Your Guests and Your Company Brand.

Protect Guests From Threats
Comodo Dome Shield helps you block your guests from accessing sites known to be laden with malware including botnet and phishing sites, protecting guests from data and identity theft, and protecting your company from consequences arising from this type of cybercrime.

Easy Deployment
No matter how many hotspots you need to secure, Comodo Dome Shield makes it easy. Just direct your DNS traffic to Comodo Dome Shield resolvers (public IP addresses 8.26.56.10 – 8.20.247.10), and you are ready to start enjoying unbeatable protection! Then, your team can assign policies within a centralized platform and have those policies propagate across your entire local network.

Fast Internet & Transparent Experience
Comodo Dome Shield is a DNS-based SaaS, and all web-filtering and threat protection policies are enforced in the cloud, with zero latency or special hardware or software. Best of all, Comodo Dome Shield is a scalable cloud service, with no additional costs even if you double or triple your bandwidth utilization.

Web Access Policies - 80+ Categories
Let you Customize for Your Use Case
Comodo Dome Shield builds on a database with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your network guests have an appropriate and trouble-free Internet experience.

Real-Time Reporting
With Comodo Dome Shield, all activity on your network is displayed in real-time, offering reporting with dozens of graphs and widgets specific to devices, networks, categories, etc., to help you monitor network activity and traffic, and take necessary actions accordingly.
Web Access Policies with Over 80+ Categories

Comodo Dome Shield builds on a database with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your network guests have an appropriate and trouble-free Internet experience.

Comodo Web Filtering as a Product

Developed to classify domains and web sites using machine learning, and measuring all the aspects of a domain and website, Comodo Web Filtering leverages a database comprising both known web sites and the 250,000 new domains registered to it every day. It also performs a fully-automatic and highly reliable classification of domains and web sites.

Blacklists and Whitelists

Comodo Dome Shield provides the option to define blacklists and whitelists for creating exceptions to your default policies.

Detailed and Customizable Reporting

All real-time activity is reported in the Comodo Dome Shield Portal, with graphs specific to devices, locations, sites and activities. You can customize reports, as well as export graphs and other information for integration into your own displays and documents.

Custom Block Pages

You can create customized block pages with your company brand or logo featuring messages directed at users, to provide a company-specific user experience.
No Additional Software Required Beyond the Comodo Dome Roaming Agent

You won’t need any additional software or agents on devices protected with the Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent – it works on-network and in the field. Moreover, you can disable Roaming Agents on your trusted network to benefit from protection with Comodo Dome Shield.

Simple Maintenance

The Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent does not require additional maintenance on client devices, it’s not a memory-hog, nor will it crash when you need it most – it’s rock solid stable. Confidently deploy Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent across hundreds or thousands of clients, with the help of the Comodo ITSM Tool.

Mobile Coverage

Comodo Dome Shield offers mobile apps for both iOS and Android to protect user mobile devices from threats, whether connecting to the Internet from your network or in the field, all subject to your company web access policy.
Learn the Setup and Customization with our How to Videos

How to Add Your Network
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Add Roaming Devices
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Create Category, Security & Blacklist/Whitelist Rules
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Create a Custom Block Page
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Test Policies
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Protect Mobile Device Users
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Set DNS
Click Here to Watch Now ››
2018 Solution Brief
Dome Shield
for Managed Service Providers (MSPs)
Easily Manage Customers
As an MSP, Comodo Dome Shield lets you manage security services for your customers from a web-based, centralized portal, to protect them against advanced threats and to provide customized web-access. You can also monitor customer networks and provide detailed reports.

Set Up Customer Security Remotely and Easily
You don’t even have to leave your desk to set up Comodo Dome Shield to protect customer networks and devices. You only need to reroute customer DNS traffic to global Comodo Dome Shield resolvers for immediate protection.

Help Customers Boost Workplace Productivity
You can help your customers maximize workplace productivity by diminishing threats that distract employees and disrupt productivity, providing access only to work-relevant websites, knowing that Comodo Dome Shield will not induce additional latency or performance impact on customer networks.

Custom Block Page
Comodo Dome Shield lets you create customized, customer-branded block pages with logos and other graphics, to provide a customer-specific user experience.

Protect Your Customers’ Client Data
Comodo Dome Shield will help you block malware, botnet and phishing threats, along with other advanced threats before they can exfiltrate data from your customers’ networks.

Reduce Cost
Minimize managed support costs with Comodo Dome Shield by leveraging its advanced threat protection and web-filtering features, without additional hardware to install or extra software to maintain.

Cover All Your Customer Needs for Management and Threat Protection
You can cover all needs of your customers with

- Multi-tenant portal for simplified management
- Advanced Threat Protection
- Web-Filtering
- Centralized configuration for distributed organizations
- Internal IP/ Subnet-based policy enforcement and visibility
- Roaming Agent to protect laptops off-network
Comodo Dome Shield
for Managed Service Providers (MSPs)


Keep Malware Off Your Network
Comodo Dome Shield helps you keep malware threats off your network using DNS, before they even reach conventional network or endpoint-based security tools, reducing time spent on investigation and remediation.

Block Botnets From Exploiting Your Systems
Securing company networks and assets is today’s #1 IT challenge. You may think 100% protection is impossible and that advanced attackers can always find paths and opportunities to install malware in your systems, especially from bots and botnets. Comodo Dome Shield makes the impossible, possible. It blocks botnets and other remote attempts at “Command & Control” threats against your network and systems.

Help Users Avoid Fraud Sites and Phishing Attacks
Fraudulent, malware-laden web sites are everywhere. You can encounter malware hiding behind the most simple sites and lurking in immersive user experiences. Web-based threats can fool even trained and experienced professionals. Comodo Dome Shield helps you avoid these web-based hazards with its ever-growing, up-to-date fraud site database.

20+ Threat Protection Categories
Malware, botnet and phishing sites are the most common type of web-based threats, with other threat categories close behind. Moreover, the number of online threats is ever-increasing in number and variety – new threats are always ready to strike. Comodo Dome Shield provides an advanced threat protection database covering millions of domains and 20+ threat categories to provide a sturdy barrier against threats lurking on the Web.
Comodo Dome Shield helps you block your guests from accessing sites known to be laden with malware including botnet and phishing sites, protecting guests from data and identity theft, and protecting your company from consequences arising from this type of cybercrime.

No matter how many hotspots you need to secure, Comodo Dome Shield makes it easy. Just direct your DNS traffic to Comodo Dome Shield resolvers (public IP addresses 8.26.56.10 – 8.20.247.10), and you are ready to start enjoying unbeatable protection! Then, your team can assign policies within a centralized platform and have those policies propagate across your entire local network.

Comodo Dome Shield is a DNS-based SaaS, and all web-filtering and threat protection policies are enforced in the cloud, with zero latency or special hardware or software. Best of all, Comodo Dome Shield is a scalable cloud service, with no additional costs even if you double or triple your bandwidth utilization.

Comodo Dome Shield builds on a database with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your network guests have an appropriate and trouble-free Internet experience.

With Comodo Dome Shield, all activity on your network is displayed in real-time, offering reporting with dozens of graphs and widgets specific to devices, networks, categories, etc., to help you monitor network activity and traffic, and take necessary actions accordingly.
Web Access Policies with Over 80+ Categories
Comodo Dome Shield builds on a database with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your network guests have an appropriate and trouble-free Internet experience.

Comodo Web Filtering as a Product
Developed to classify domains and web sites using machine learning, and measuring all the aspects of a domain and website, Comodo Web Filtering leverages a database comprising both known web sites and the 250,000 new domains registered to it every day. It also performs a fully-automatic and highly reliable classification of domains and web sites.

Blacklists and Whitelists
Comodo Dome Shield provides the option to define blacklists and whitelists for creating exceptions to your default policies.

Detailed and Customizable Reporting
All real-time activity is reported in the Comodo Dome Shield Portal, with graphs specific to devices, locations, sites and activities. You can customize reports, as well as export graphs and other information for integration into your own displays and documents.

Custom Block Pages
You can create customized block pages with your company brand or logo featuring messages directed at users, to provide a company-specific user experience.
No Additional Software Required Beyond the Comodo Dome Roaming Agent

You won’t need any additional software or agents on devices protected with the Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent – it works on-network and in the field. Moreover, you can disable Roaming Agents on your trusted network to benefit from protection with Comodo Dome Shield.

Simple Maintenance

The Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent does not require additional maintenance on client devices, it’s not a memory-hog, nor will it crash when you need it most – it’s rock solid stable. Confidently deploy Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent across hundreds or thousands of clients, with the help of the Comodo ITSM Tool.

Mobile Coverage

Comodo Dome Shield offers mobile apps for both iOS and Android to protect user mobile devices from threats, whether connecting to the Internet from your network or in the field, all subject to your company web access policy.
Learn the Setup and Customization with our How to Videos

How to Add Your Network
Click Here to Watch Now

How to Add Roaming Devices
Click Here to Watch Now

How to Create Category, Security & Blacklist/Whitelist Rules
Click Here to Watch Now

How to Create a Custom Block Page
Click Here to Watch Now

How to Test Policies
Click Here to Watch Now

How to Protect Mobile Device Users
Click Here to Watch Now

How to Set DNS
Click Here to Watch Now
REQUEST A DEMO

Try Comodo Cybersecurity by speaking with a security consultant to begin the process to set up a demo or proof-of-concept project. Contact us directly at +1 888-266-6361
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2018 Solution Brief
Comodo Dome Shield
for Professional Services

Ensure Protection In Your Company's and Clients' Networks to Boost Workplace Productivity.

Why Should You Migrate Your Security to the Cloud?
Simply put, you should move your security to the Cloud with Comodo Dome Shield because as a cloud-delivered service, Comodo Dome Shield preemptively blocks malicious activity by redirecting DNS requests; other threat protection technology works only after-the-fact, waiting until malware reaches your perimeter or endpoints before alerting you to malicious activity.

Protect Company and Customer Data
Comodo Dome Shield blocks malware, botnets and phishing, along with other advanced threats before they can exfiltrate data from your networks.

Boost Workplace Productivity
Maximize workplace productivity by diminishing threats that disturb or disrupt user activity, providing access only to approved, relevant websites. Get peace of mind knowing that Comodo Dome Shield will not cause additional latency or performance degradation in your network.

Off-Network Protection
With Comodo Dome Shield, devices remain under protection even when not connected to your trusted network. Protection extends to device roaming among networks, via VPN-based Shield Mobile Apps, available for iOS and Android, and with Shield Roaming Agent, available for Windows and MacOS.
Comodo Dome Shield for Professional Services


Keep Malware Off Your Network
Comodo Dome Shield helps you keep malware threats off your network using DNS, before they even reach conventional network or endpoint-based security tools, reducing time spent on investigation and remediation.

Block Botnets From Exploiting Your Systems
Securing company networks and assets is today’s #1 IT challenge. You may think 100% protection is impossible and that advanced attackers can always find paths and opportunities to install malware in your systems, especially from bots and botnets. Comodo Dome Shield makes the impossible, possible. It blocks botnets and other remote attempts at “Command & Control” threats against your network and systems.

Help Users Avoid Fraud
Sites and Phishing Attacks
Fraudulent, malware-laden web sites are everywhere. You can encounter malware hiding behind the most simple sites and lurking in immersive user experiences. Web-based threats can fool even trained and experienced professionals. Comodo Dome Shield helps you avoid these web-based hazards with its ever-growing, up-to-date fraud site database.

20+ Threat Protection Categories
Malware, botnet and phishing sites are the most common type of web-based threats, with other threat categories close behind. Moreover, the number of online threats is ever-increasing in number and variety – new threats are always ready to strike. Comodo Dome Shield provides an advanced threat protection database covering millions of domains and 20+ threat categories to provide a sturdy barrier against threats lurking on the Web.
Provide Secure and Appropriate Internet Access to Your Guests – Protect Both Your Guests and Your Company Brand.

Protect Guests From Threats
Comodo Dome Shield helps you block your guests from accessing sites known to be laden with malware including botnet and phishing sites, protecting guests from data and identity theft, and protecting your company from consequences arising from this type of cybercrime.

Easy Deployment
No matter how many hotspots you need to secure, Comodo Dome Shield makes it easy. Just direct your DNS traffic to Comodo Dome Shield resolvers (public IP addresses 8.26.56.10 – 8.20.247.10), and you are ready to start enjoying unbeatable protection! Then, your team can assign policies within a centralized platform and have those policies propagate across your entire local network.

Fast Internet & Transparent Experience
Comodo Dome Shield is a DNS-based SaaS, and all web-filtering and threat protection policies are enforced in the cloud, with zero latency or special hardware or software. Best of all, Comodo Dome Shield is a scalable cloud service, with no additional costs even if you double or triple your bandwidth utilization.

Web Access Policies - 80+ Categories
Let you Customize for Your Use Case
Comodo Dome Shield builds on a database with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your network guests have an appropriate and trouble-free Internet experience.

Real-Time Reporting
With Comodo Dome Shield, all activity on your network is displayed in real-time, offering reporting with dozens of graphs and widgets specific to devices, networks, categories, etc., to help you monitor network activity and traffic, and take necessary actions accordingly.
Web Access Policies with Over 80+ Categories

Comodo Dome Shield builds on a database with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your network guests have an appropriate and trouble-free Internet experience.

Comodo Web Filtering as a Product

Developed to classify domains and web sites using machine learning, and measuring all the aspects of a domain and website, Comodo Web Filtering leverages a database comprising both known web sites and the 250,000 new domains registered to it every day. It also performs a fully-automatic and highly reliable classification of domains and web sites.

Blacklists and Whitelists

Comodo Dome Shield provides the option to define blacklists and whitelists for creating exceptions to your default policies.

Detailed and Customizable Reporting

All real-time activity is reported in the Comodo Dome Shield Portal, with graphs specific to devices, locations, sites and activities. You can customize reports, as well as export graphs and other information for integration into your own displays and documents.

Custom Block Pages

You can create customized block pages with your company brand or logo featuring messages directed at users, to provide a company-specific user experience.
No Additional Software Required Beyond the Comodo Dome Roaming Agent

You won’t need any additional software or agents on devices protected with the Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent – it works on-network and in the field. Moreover, you can disable Roaming Agents on your trusted network to benefit from protection with Comodo Dome Shield.

Simple Maintenance

The Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent does not require additional maintenance on client devices, it’s not a memory-hog, nor will it crash when you need it most – it’s rock solid stable. Confidently deploy Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent across hundreds or thousands of clients, with the help of the Comodo ITSM Tool.

Mobile Coverage

Comodo Dome Shield offers mobile apps for both iOS and Android to protect user mobile devices from threats, whether connecting to the Internet from your network or in the field, all subject to your company web access policy.
Learn the Setup and Customization with our How to Videos

- How to Add Your Network
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Add Roaming Devices
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Create Category, Security & Blacklist/Whitelist Rules
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Create a Custom Block Page
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Test Policies
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Protect Mobile Device Users
  Click Here to Watch Now ››

- How to Set DNS
  Click Here to Watch Now ››
2018 Solution Brief
Dome Shield
for K-12 Schools & Non-Profits
Why Should You Use Comodo Dome Shield for Your School or Non-profit?

Requiring nothing to download or install, Comodo Dome Shield is a favorite solution for school web security, excelling in protecting K-12 campuses and student bodies. You will be able to deploy Comodo Dome Shield across your campus network within minutes and protect devices both on and off network by seamlessly extending web-access and threat protection policies across all devices.

Reduce Deployment and Maintenance Costs, Increase K-12 Security

Comodo Dome Shield “does more with less”, easing CIPA compliance and providing campus Internet security with minimal cost compared to traditional on-premise solutions.

Comodo Dome Shield deploys across your campus network within minutes to provide a safe, reliable and fast Internet experience to your users, all managed via a web-based portal.

Provide A Safe and Appropriate Internet Experience

Comodo Dome Shield provides the option to select from among 80+ content categories to filter access to domains, enabling customization to offer students a safe, regulated, and appropriate Internet experience.

Protect Students, Teachers, and Other Team Members From Threats

Internet-based resources have become increasingly integrated into curricula and a key part of classroom activities. At the same time, online threats are becoming more ubiquitous, sophisticated, faster-acting and putting students and teachers under direct, personal threat. Comodo Dome Shield keeps these advanced threats at bay - threats that include malware, botnets and phishing software - protecting your students and faculty, creating a safer and more stable learning environment, while saving time and money for your school.

CIPA Compliance

Comodo Dome Shield is one of the easiest ways to make your campus CIPA-compliant, providing necessary policies and policy enforcement to protect students and other users from potentially harmful online content.
Comodo Dome Shield
for K-12 Schools & Non-Profit Organizations


Keep Malware Off Your Network
Comodo Dome Shield helps you keep malware threats off your network using DNS, before they even reach conventional network or endpoint-based security tools, reducing time spent on investigation and remediation.

Block Botnets From Exploiting Your Systems
Securing company networks and assets is today’s #1 IT challenge. You may think 100% protection is impossible and that advanced attackers can always find paths and opportunities to install malware in your systems, especially from bots and botnets. Comodo Dome Shield makes the impossible, possible. It blocks botnets and other remote attempts at “Command & Control” threats against your network and systems.

Help Users Avoid Fraud
Sites and Phishing Attacks
Fraudulent, malware-laden web sites are everywhere. You can encounter malware hiding behind the most simple sites and lurking in immersive user experiences. Web-based threats can fool even trained and experienced professionals. Comodo Dome Shield helps you avoid these web-based hazards with its ever-growing, up-to-date fraud site database.

20+ Threat Protection Categories
Malware, botnet and phishing sites are the most common type of web-based threats, with other threat categories close behind. Moreover, the number of online threats is ever-increasing in number and variety – new threats are always ready to strike. Comodo Dome Shield provides an advanced threat protection database covering millions of domains and 20+ threat categories to provide a sturdy barrier against threats lurking on the Web.
Protect Guests From Threats

Comodo Dome Shield helps you block your guests from accessing sites known to be laden with malware including botnet and phishing sites, protecting guests from data and identity theft, and protecting your company from consequences arising from this type of cybercrime.

Easy Deployment

No matter how many hotspots you need to secure, Comodo Dome Shield makes it easy. Just direct your DNS traffic to Comodo Dome Shield resolvers (public IP addresses 8.26.56.10 – 8.20.247.10), and you are ready to start enjoying unbeatable protection! Then, your team can assign policies within a centralized platform and have those policies propagate across your entire local network.

Fast Internet & Transparent Experience

Comodo Dome Shield is a DNS-based SaaS, and all web-filtering and threat protection policies are enforced in the cloud, with zero latency or special hardware or software. Best of all, Comodo Dome Shield is a scalable cloud service, with no additional costs even if you double or triple your bandwidth utilization.

Web Access Policies - 80+ Categories

Let you Customize for Your Use Case

Comodo Dome Shield builds on a database with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your network guests have an appropriate and trouble-free Internet experience.

Real-Time Reporting

With Comodo Dome Shield, all activity on your network is displayed in real-time, offering reporting with dozens of graphs and widgets specific to devices, networks, categories, etc., to help you monitor network activity and traffic, and take necessary actions accordingly.
Web Access Policies with Over 80+ Categories

Comodo Dome Shield builds on a database with more than 80 content categories to ensure that your network guests have an appropriate and trouble-free Internet experience.

Comodo Web Filtering as a Product

Developed to classify domains and web sites using machine learning, and measuring all the aspects of a domain and website, Comodo Web Filtering leverages a database comprising both known web sites and the 250,000 new domains registered to it every day. It also performs a fully-automatic and highly reliable classification of domains and web sites.

Blacklists and Whitelists

Comodo Dome Shield provides the option to define blacklists and whitelists for creating exceptions to your default policies.

Detailed and Customizable Reporting

All real-time activity is reported in the Comodo Dome Shield Portal, with graphs specific to devices, locations, sites and activities. You can customize reports, as well as export graphs and other information for integration into your own displays and documents.

Custom Block Pages

You can create customized block pages with your company brand or logo featuring messages directed at users, to provide a company-specific user experience.
No Additional Software Required Beyond the Comodo Dome Roaming Agent

You won’t need any additional software or agents on devices protected with the Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent – it works on-network and in the field. Moreover, you can disable Roaming Agents on your trusted network to benefit from protection with Comodo Dome Shield.

Simple Maintenance

The Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent does not require additional maintenance on client devices, it’s not a memory-hog, nor will it crash when you need it most – it’s rock solid stable. Confidently deploy Comodo Dome Shield Roaming Agent across hundreds or thousands of clients, with the help of the Comodo ITSM Tool.

Mobile Coverage

Comodo Dome Shield offers mobile apps for both iOS and Android to protect user mobile devices from threats, whether connecting to the Internet from your network or in the field, all subject to your company web access policy.
Learn the Setup and Customization with our How to Videos

How to Add Your Network
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Add Roaming Devices
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Create Category, Security & Blacklist/Whitelist Rules
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Create a Custom Block Page
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How to Protect Mobile Device Users
Click Here to Watch Now ››

How to Set DNS
Click Here to Watch Now ››
REQUEST A DEMO

Try Comodo Cybersecurity by speaking with a security consultant to begin the process to set up a demo or proof-of-concept project. Contact us directly at +1 888-266-6361
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